
Stockdale Elementary

Purpose Statement:

Inspiring hope while ensuring high levels of learning for ALL students.
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CAASPP Math



Stockdale Elementary

signature practice: 

Data Driven Instruction



Interims and IABs
Teachers analyze interims for exemplary 
first instruction, and  analyze the student 

performance data for reteach 
opportunities.
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Backwards Mapping

What do we want the students to know 

and how are we going to get there?

Standard

What is the standard and are 
there any prerequisite skills 
within the standard that need 
to be taught to achieve 
mastery of the standard? What 
does the mastery of the 
standard look like at its highest 
rigor?

Interim & IABs vs. Curriculum

Looking at the Interim, are 
there any questions that are 
framed differently than 
Benchmark Advance, Go Math, 
and Engage NY?

 Focus Standards: Identify 
major and minor standards. 

CFAs

Discuss with your team 
members what the mastery of 
the standard looks like and 
create an assessment using 
Illuminate. Calendar the date/s 
your team is going to assess.
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Defining Mastery: First Teach

1. Deconstruct the standard.
2. Determine how the team will 

formally assess/create an 
assessment.

3. Identify common 
misconceptions and create 
process steps.

4. Determine the gaps in 
curriculum to address the 
standard. Determine resources 
to fill the gap.

5. Create and teach the lesson. 
Have student exemplars and 
rubrics to show.

6. Administer the common 
formative assessment.

7. Determine why students were 
not proficient.
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https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1zQVwWPOJ-_Bh_m4do85BD5H1_LAgKqCU_9vfWueo6oA/edit


Digital Library Resource

Teachers access the Digital Library data 
linked directly to their IAB data for 
Reteach strategies at each performance 
level.

What does this process look like in a plc?

Deep Data Dives

After we give Interims and IABs, teachers 
will participate in a deep data dive 
meeting and discuss gradel level reteach 
strategies for ELA and Math intervention.
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Defining Mastery: Second Teach

1. Determine the students who were 
not proficient on the assessment. 
Analyze why the students were 
unsuccessful.

2. Review the deconstructed 
standard, learning, objective, and 
success criteria.

3. Determine how the team will 
formatively re-assess the standard 
and create an assessment.

4. Identify any additional common 
misconceptions and review the 
process steps.

5. Discuss strategies that were 
successful and create/teach the 
new lesson.

6. Administer the new common 
formative assessment.

7. Repeat the process until mastery is 
attained.
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https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1whuyCf-AVoBs622OcH00uWLVFo12RpBperHiJ16rUpU/edit
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CAASPP Math growth over time
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“The SRA data shows that effective assessment practices are 
implemented to guide instructional practices.”

“The SRA data shows that the school has created a data 
driven culture, where school staff collaborate and use data 
to make decisions about instructional practices.”

Sources: 2020 KCSOS School Readiness Assessment Data, Dec. 13, 2019

Smarter Balanced Digital Library Assessment Data

2020 School Readiness Assessment


